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I. INTRODUCTION

America’s system of checks and balances is out of joint. Recognizing that people are “not angels,” the Constitution’s Framers crafted a system of government designed to “control itself.”¹ They installed three co-equal branches – Congress, the executive, the federal judiciary – to watch over each other and to guard against both overreaching harmful to the people and unwise acts arrived at without care. Setting each institution against each other in this way, the Framers hoped “[a]mbition [would] be made to counteract ambition.”² The resulting system of checks and balances would be “a self-executing safeguard against the encroachment or aggran-
dizement of one branch at the expense of the other.”³

Invoking “monarchical” prerogatives, this Administration has applied a theory first articulated by then-Congressman Richard Cheney in the 1987 congressional minority report on the Iran-Contra scandal. Coordinated by Cheney, the minority report rejected congressional checks when the executive claims to act in the name of “national security.” It repudiated as a “fallacy” the Constitution’s core notion that government power, republican or kingly, risks abuse. It scorned long-standing structures intended to check that power, and warned that the presidency would have to exercise “monarchical” powers should Congress try to check it.⁴

Today, the executive branch argues that any and all presidential actions taken in the name of national security are by definition constitutional. It relegates Congress and the federal courts to the constitutional margin. The result: power – legislative, executive, and judicial – is now concentrated in the executive branch. And a frightening idea decisively rejected at America’s birth – that a president, like a king, can do no wrong – has reemerged to justify excessive secrecy, disregard for federal and international law, and even torture.

The separation of powers has always been vital to our national security because it augments accountability and promotes wise choices. Checks and balances are not a historical curiosity. They are imperative today.
What can be done to right the constitutional balance? This paper proposes twelve specific steps to restore the checks and balances of American government. Its recommendations aim at fidelity to the original Constitution’s overarching design, in which each branch plays an active role in keeping the nation secure and free. The twelve steps outlined here would undo much damage that has been inflicted by six years of erratic, lawless unilateralism. They do not proscribe all detention, all surveillance, or all interrogation, but promote wise use of those powers.

Recommendations 1-3 focus on the executive branch and are aimed as much at the current crop of presidential candidates as at the White House. The public, after all, has a right to know where its candidates stand.

Recommendations 4-12 demand legislative action.* This requires political will on Congress’s part, which has recently been wanting. These recommendations provide ways in which Congress can leverage even limited political openings to guard against abuse of national security powers. Most importantly, new devices, laws, and institutions will ensure that Congress and the public know what has been done, and is being done, behind closed doors. Together, such measures would help ensure that Congress can provide necessary oversight, not foolishly capitulating to poorly considered “innovations” such as the Protect America Act.⁵

But new commitments and reforms are only as durable as the people they serve. In 1792, James Madison, the great champion of checks and balances, observed that such checks “are neither the sole nor the chief palladium of constitutional liberty. The People, who are the authors of this blessing, must also be its guardians.”⁶ Madison remains correct. These measures in part ensure that the people understand what is being done in their name. But they depend on the continued will of the people who must be committed to protecting and upholding the Constitution, even in times of uncertainty.

---

* In this policy proposal, we sketch the outlines of legislative proposals only.
TWELVE STEPS TO RESTORE CHECKS AND BALANCES

FOR THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH AND PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES:

I. Renounce the Theory of the Monarchical Presidency

II. Renounce the Use of Signing Statements to Circumvent the Law

III. Disclose Past Legal Opinions That Influence the Use of National Security Powers

FOR CONGRESS:

IV. Make It Clear: No More Torture, No More “Torture Lite”

V. Restore Habeas Corpus and Bring America’s Detention System under the Rule of Law

VI. Legislate To Reduce Excessive Secrecy and Classification

VII. Enact a Law That Regulates the Invocation of Executive Privilege

VIII. Legislate To Limit the State Secrets Privilege

IX. Strengthen Congressional Oversight of Intelligence Activities

X. Strengthen the Inspector General System and Other Internal Checks and Balances

XI. Reform the Office of Legal Counsel

XII. Create a New “Church Committee” To Conduct a Thorough Accounting of National Security Policy and its Systemic Flaws
I. RENOUNCE THE THEORY OF THE MONARCHICAL PRESIDENCY

Restoring the Constitution’s checks and balances should be a point of common agreement for all candidates seeking the presidency. Every presidential candidate should reject the unprecedented “monarchical prerogatives” asserted by the present Administration as contrary to the very ideals of the Constitution.

Presidential candidates in the 2008 race should make it unequivocally clear that they will keep faith with the original constitutional compact. The Constitution of 1787 was designed in conscious reaction to the British monarchy’s concentrated power. As designed, it prevents the accumulation of power in any one branch of government. This is evident from the text of the Constitution, which not only split sovereignty between three branches of government, but also left all three branches subject to check by the others. These stipulations were eloquently and exhaustively expressed in the 1787 Philadelphia Convention and in all subsequent debates about the Constitution’s ratification. Presidential candidates should publicly and unequivocally endorse this Original Wisdom.

The White House’s insistence on unilateralism harms the country in two ways. First, it leaves the country with no effective national security policy-making mechanism. Presidential unilateralism provides no forum for debate to air pros, cons, and flaws in any policy. It deprives government of all effective means of identifying and correcting errors. Instead, it ensures that we spend precious resources on tough-sounding policies that in fact do little to promote security.

Second, the policies this President has enacted unilaterally have seriously undermined our credibility around the world and provided terrorists with a powerful recruiting tool. Today, America is linked internationally to images of Guantánamo and Abu Ghraib more often than to the ideals of liberty, equality, and law. As Bush Administration veterans acknowledge, these associations create an unacceptable “drag” on counterterrorism efforts. As General Colin Powell has said, “The world is starting to doubt the moral basis of our fight against terrorism.” Restoring our flagging credibility depends on the unambiguous renunciation of the monarchical prerogatives by those who will lead America on January 20, 2009.
Repudiating the “monarchical prerogatives” that lie beneath these harmful policies is the first and most important part of any course correction. It should be high on the agenda of all the presidential candidates, and a key point in presidential debates.

II. RENOUNCE THE USE OF SIGNING STATEMENTS TO CIRCUMVENT THE LAW

Every presidential candidate must commit to ending the use of open-ended signing statements as devices to repudiate laws based on the “monarchical” theory of executive power.

Presidential signing statements have become a tangible manifestation of the “monarchical prerogatives” vision of the executive. President Bush has used an unprecedented number of signing statements to bypass congressional enactments that protect liberties and ensure accountability. Presidential candidates must commit to stopping the use of signing statements as a way to evade congressional authority on national security matters.

Presidents have used signing statements since the founding of the Republic. But the Bush White House has made use of the device in new, troubling ways. First, the Administration has used such statements to signal aggressive non-compliance with an unprecedented range of laws. In more than two hundred years, presidents before Bush challenged the constitutionality of 600 statutory provisions. By 2007, Bush had challenged more than 1,100 provisions in signing statements. The Administration’s aggressive reliance on statements has an in terrorem effect on Congress, which is on notice that even if it manages to take the political heat of disagreeing with the president, a law might in practice be worthless.

Second, President Bush’s signing statements have been opaque about the precise statutory provisions being repudiated and the exact constitutional theory being asserted to justify the signing statement. This makes it impossible for Congress to know exactly what is being complied with, and what is being defied. The result is the appearance of transparency without any substance.
Finally, the Bush Administration has extended the use of signing statements by objecting to laws that require reporting of executive noncompliance with the law. That is, the President has publicly declined to tell Congress and the people what laws he refuses to follow – and has used a signing statement to do so.

The next president must do better. Each presidential candidate must commit to renouncing the abusive application of signing statements as a way to evade the law and then conceal such evasion from Congress and the people.

III. DISCLOSE PAST LEGAL OPINIONS THAT INFLUENCE THE USE OF NATIONAL SECURITY POWERS

The Administration should release to Congress and the public all internal legal opinions and presidential authorizations, especially those that rely on a “monarchical prerogatives” theory of presidential authority, or that otherwise negate or narrow the application of national security laws enacted by Congress.

Since 9/11, the Department of Justice, and in particular its Office of Legal Counsel, has played a pivotal role in corroding the Constitution’s checks and balances. It has issued legal memoranda – including the infamous “torture memo” of August 2002 – that rely on a monarchical theory of presidential power to license torture, warrantless surveillance, and “extraordinary rendition.”

Remarkably, the present Administration has refused to expose its legal reasoning to the light of day – even as it continues to press its expansive vision of presidential power. If the Administration feels that its position is justified, then it should have no qualms about releasing its legal opinions to public scrutiny and discussion.

This Administration should release all of the legal opinions issued by the Office of Legal Counsel that license policies of interrogation, detention, transfer, and surveillance.
and surveillance. It seems likely that these opinions each rely in some measure on the presumption of monarchical prerogatives. The disclosure of these opinions is critical to restoring the checks and balances. Without such disclosure it is impossible to know the extent of damage to America’s values and to the separation of powers, i.e. which laws have been set aside and why. If the current Administration persists in its refusal to disclose these legal opinions, presidential candidates should commit to disclosing them.

To date, some legal opinions regarding compliance with international law, the detention of persons seized in Afghanistan in the course of Operation Enduring Freedom, and the use of coercive interrogation have been released or leaked. Other opinions, however, are still improperly hidden from the public. These include – but are not limited to – the following:

- Memoranda dated October 4 and November 2, 2001; January 9, May 17, and October 11, 2002; February 25, 2003; March 15, May 6, and July 16, 2004; and February 4, 2005; concerning the so-called “Terrorist Surveillance Program” of the NSA.

- Memorandum dated March 13, 2002, for William J. Haynes, II, General Counsel, Department of Defense, from Jay S. Bybee, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, entitled “The President’s Power as Commander in Chief to Transfer Captured Terrorists to the Control and Custody of Foreign Nations,” and undated memorandum concerning the President’s authority to transfer terrorist suspects to other countries where they are likely to be tortured.

- Memorandum dated August 2002 for the CIA discussing the legality of specific interrogation tactics.

- Memorandum dated March 2003, and entitled “Military Interrogation of Alien Unlawful Combatants Held Outside the United States,” concerning interrogations by the military, which “dismissed virtually all national and internal laws regulating the treatment of prisoners, including war crimes and assault statutes, and was radical in its view that in wartime the President can fight enemies by whatever means he sees fit.” According to the
memo, Congress has no constitutional right to interfere with the President in his role as Commander in Chief, including making laws that limit the ways in which prisoners may be interrogated.”

• Memorandum dated spring 2005, signed by Steven Bradbury, concerning the legality of CIA enhanced interrogation techniques used either alone or in combination, and concluding that these did not amount to “cruel, inhuman, or degrading” treatment.

These are the hidden opinions we are fortunate enough to know about due to cross-references in other documents or press reports. There are likely others that we do not know exist, but that should be in the public domain.

There is no justification for the Administration’s refusal to make these opinions available to the public. Each concerns subjects of core national importance. Each addresses instances in which the executive has decided that a law designed to protect civil liberties does not apply or is unconstitutional. In declining to release these opinions, the Administration hides the law from the people it governs. Again, this is fundamentally undemocratic.

IV. MAKE IT CLEAR: NO MORE TORTURE, NO MORE “TORTURE LITE”

Congress should enact legislation closing loopholes that the Administration believes allow or decriminalize the use of coercive interrogation measures including (but not limited to) water-boarding, prolonged sleep deprivation, and stress positions.

American law clearly prohibits all torture and all lesser forms of coercive interrogation, commonly known as cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment. Since 9/11, however, the Administration has secured from the Justice Department legal opinions that seed ambiguity about these unequivocal American legal limits. Despite the fact that federal law and international law clearly, and without reservation or caveat, prohibit all forms of torture and cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment, the Administration has found ways to sanction interrogation tactics – including water-boarding and prolonged sleep deprivation – that clearly involve torture.
The Administration’s deliberate dilution of the anti-torture ban has had serious repercussions. It has, in the words of Marine General P. X. Kelley and former Reagan Justice Department official Robert F. Turner, “compromised our national honor and … place[d] at risk the welfare of captured American military forces for generations to come.”

The notion that “America does stand up for its values” – which the 9/11 Commission designated as pivotal to the success of national security policy – is questioned around the world. While some presidential candidates have indicated that they understand this, others have shamefully failed to do so.

Congress should not have to once again clarify the law against torture. But given the executive’s repeated evasions of that law, Congress must do so. Among other measures, Congress must consider whether it is wise to specifically prohibit the “advanced interrogation techniques” that the Administration reportedly uses. All interrogations, conducted by the CIA or the military, must be videotaped. The role of doctors as safeguards in interrogations should be carefully examined. Absolute and unyielding prohibitions must apply to all agents, employees, and contractors of the federal government regardless of whether they are inside or outside the United States. These prohibitions should also apply to individuals who work alongside the federal government. Moreover, Congress should prohibit, without caveat, the transfer of suspected terrorists to other countries known to use torture. Reliance on another country’s assurance that it will not torture is patently hypocritical and inadequate.

V. RESTORE HABEAS CORPUS AND BRING AMERICA’S DETENTION SYSTEM UNDER THE RULE OF LAW

Congress should restore the federal courts’ traditional authority under the name of “habeas corpus” to hear challenges to unlawful detention wherever it occurs and to ensure that transfers to other sovereigns comply with the rule of law.

The United States has seized hundreds of individuals in counterterrorism operations on and (increasingly) off battlefields. It has held these individuals without the elementary process granted wartime detainees as a matter of international law. The net consequence has been a global detention network that has produced
international distrust and disdain for the United States, as well as considerable violations of fundamental human rights.

The executive branch has resisted challenges to this global detention system on the ground that some detainees present a real danger to the United States and can be held lawfully pursuant to the laws of war. This may well be true, but there is an easy way to address the executive’s security concern while respecting human rights and the reputational costs of America’s global detention system.\textsuperscript{30} It has long been the role of the federal courts to test executive branch detention authority. This power, called habeas corpus, “allows the Judicial Branch to play a role in maintaining the delicate balance of governance, serving as an important judicial check on the executive’s discretion in the realm of detentions.”\textsuperscript{31} However, in the Detainee Treatment Act and the Military Commissions Act,\textsuperscript{32} Congress regretfully singled out one group of current detainees and denied them access to the courts to challenge the lawfulness of their detentions.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Congress must legislate to bring the global detention system under the rule of law. This means outlawing all detentions that are inconsistent with U.S. law and international humanitarian law.}
\end{center}

As the Brennan Center explained in Ten Things You Should Know About Habeas Corpus, habeas corpus has a “rightful, historic, and fundamental place in American law.”\textsuperscript{34} Congress must also legislate to bring the global detention system under the rule of law. This means outlawing all detentions that are inconsistent with U.S. law and international humanitarian law. The International Committee of the Red Cross must have access to all detainees immediately upon their seizure. It entails ending funding for all CIA “black sites”\textsuperscript{35} and other proxy detention programs designed to permit covert detention of terrorism suspects.\textsuperscript{36} And it means banning extralegal transfers to countries that routinely engage in torture, even if the country provides “diplomatic assurances” that it will not torture.\textsuperscript{37}
VI. LEGISLATE TO REDUCE EXCESSIVE SECRECY AND CLASSIFICATION

Congress should hold hearings on the abuse of secrecy and enact comprehensive rules to guard against the misuse of security-related classification and declassification. It must strengthen internal mechanisms that control oversight of classification.

Excessive secrecy affects the Constitution’s checks and balances in three ways. First, it prevents Congress and the public from knowing what problems exist or how best to regulate them. Second, it shifts power to the executive, which can and does selectively release information in order to promote its political or policy agendas. Third, excessive secrecy limits the flow of information within the executive branch – in some instances handicapping inter-agency processes of policy formation and yielding bad decisions. For these reasons, Congress must promptly address this excess secrecy.

Excessive government secrecy is an immense problem. The problem’s scale dramatically increased after 9/11. Classification actions doubled from 2001 to 2004 alone. “The problem of over-classification is apparent to nearly everyone who reviews classified information,” wrote Governor Thomas H. Kean and Lee H. Hamilton after chairing the 9/11 Commission: “The core of the problem is the fact that people in government can get in trouble for revealing something that is secret, but they cannot get in trouble for stamping SECRET on a document.” Furthermore, in the national security arena, Congress lacks the tools to gather information and formulate informed responses.

Congress should carefully review the regulations that now structure classification and declassification efforts. Such reviews might be done in the first instance by an expert, non-partisan panel. Based on this review, Congress should enact a comprehensive law limiting classification and installing checks to guard against the political manipulation of either classification or declassification. Further, it should strengthen both inter-branch and intrabranch oversight mechanisms. The General Accounting Office should be given a clear mandate over security agencies. Internal bodies such as the Information Security Oversight Office and the Public Interest Declassification Board should be strengthened and vested with greater disclosure-forcing powers, such as subpoena authority.
VII. ENACT A LAW THAT REGULATES THE INVOCATION OF EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE

Congress should limit and regulate the use of executive privilege, particularly in cases involving potential wrongdoing within the executive branch.

“Executive privilege,” – the president’s claimed right to resist disclosure to Congress of documents and communications – keeps legislators from investigating potential wrongdoing, assigning blame, or devising reforms. Since the 2006 election, “executive privilege” has become an important executive-branch tool to prevent the discovery of wrongdoing and error, to preserve flawed and failing policies, and to preclude accountability.

Congressional action is warranted in this area because executive privilege is a vague concept already stretched far beyond plausible bounds. The Constitution makes no mention of executive privilege. To the contrary, the First Amendment’s protection of public discourse tilts the Constitution toward an endorsement of democratic transparency. Although presidents have long claimed an extra-textual right to keep some material secret, the Supreme Court has recognized that executive privilege cannot be used when there are allegations of wrongdoing. Breaking from tradition, the present Administration has applied executive privilege aggressively despite such credible allegations. This fundamentally destabilizes the constitutional architecture.

If the executive branch does not respect the spirit of transparency, an effective law on executive privilege must define and limit the privilege. It would clarify which communications are covered, and also when Congress can overcome the privilege. Credible allegations of criminal wrongdoing or other serious violations of law would be sufficient to dissolve non-disclosure claims. The law could then create mechanisms for threshold disclosure to a limited pool of legislators and staff. For disputes that persist, it would expedite a right of judicial appeal for both sides. It would ensure that the courts reached and resolved the dispute in a timely fashion, rather than letting disputes stagnate even as the issue fades from public attention. Clear sanctions, moreover, would be imposed on the privilege’s abuse. In this manner, Congress could proceed with full investigations when instances of executive wrongdoing come to light in the press.
VIII. LEGISLATE TO LIMIT THE STATE SECRETS PRIVILEGE

Congress should confirm the federal courts’ power and duty to adjudicate cases in which the executive branch is alleged to have used national security powers to impinge on constitutional liberties or human rights.

The state secrets privilege is “a common law evidentiary rule that protects information from discovery when disclosure would be inimical to the national security.” After 9/11, the executive branch asserted the state secrets privilege vigorously in cases said to concern national security in order to block judicial scrutiny of wrongdoing. In two cases concerning the extraordinary rendition and subsequent torture of clearly innocent individuals, for example, the executive invoked the privilege to prevent the involved individuals from obtaining justice. And, in another unprecedented invocation of “state secrets,” the government argued that a detainee at the Guantánamo Bay Naval Base should not be permitted access to his lawyers because he would divulge state secrets – namely, information about the “alternative interrogation methods” used to torture him.

Post-9/11 usage of the state secrets privilege is different in kind from pre-9/11 usage. Between 1953 and 1976, the government invoked the privilege in four lawsuits; between 1977 and 2001, the courts were asked to adjudicate claims of “state secrets” fifty-one times. Since 2001, however, the government has invoked the privilege in more than a dozen cases largely to bar judicial oversight of allegations of civil liberties violations. Moreover, “the Bush Administration’s recent assertion of the privilege differs from past practice in that it is seeking blanket dismissal of cases challenging the constitutionality of specific, ongoing government programs.” By blocking plaintiffs from even entering the courtroom in national security-related litigation, the “state secrets” privilege undermines the judicial branch’s constitutional checking function.

Legislation is required to preserve courts’ essential functions as protectors of individual rights and as watchdogs against executive branch aggrandizement. The federal courts have their own independent authority to limit and control the state secrets privilege, but they have been unduly wary of exercising this power. Congressional intervention now would strengthen the resolve of judges facing a recalcitrant executive branch.
A new law would make clear how claims to state secrets would be handled. In particular, the law would require the government to claim the privilege on a case-by-case basis with respect to specific evidence. Further, the government would have to show that the privilege was valid with respect to each piece of evidence submitted. Congress can further strengthen courts’ willingness to confront excessive use of the state secrets privilege by explicitly extending procedural mechanisms used in the criminal law context (such as the Classified Information Procedures Act\textsuperscript{63}) and in the context of the Freedom of Information Act\textsuperscript{64} to the civil litigation context. This would balance a litigant’s need to secure justice with the professed concerns about national security.\textsuperscript{65}

**IX. STRENGTHEN CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES**

Congress should review and strengthen the present statutory disclosure and reporting requirements concerning intelligence and national security activities.

Limiting excessive classification and reining in executive privilege alone will not ensure that Congress gets the information it needs to fulfill its constitutional role.\textsuperscript{66} There must be an affirmative obligation on the executive branch to disclose information. Statutory disclosure obligations are especially important in the national security arena because Congress, in the absence of leaks to the press, will not always know what information it seeks.

Congress thus needs to strengthen reporting requirements for intelligence oversight that have been historically weak.\textsuperscript{67} The 1947 National Security Act regulates and mandates disclosures of intelligence activities to Congress.\textsuperscript{68} But its disclosure provisions contain loopholes.\textsuperscript{69} These invitations to executive branch gamesmanship should be repudiated.

In addition, Congress should look closely at its own oversight committees, which are supposed to facilitate accountability.\textsuperscript{70} Statutory disclosure obligations fulfill their function only if the congressional committees that receive the resulting disclosures work properly.\textsuperscript{71} In particular, Congress should reconsider the use of “gang of eight” briefings, which create the impression of accountability without its
In briefing the “gang of eight” alone, the Administration only briefs the leaders of the House and Senate and of their respective intelligence committees. No congressional staff members are allowed to attend, despite the fact that both the House and the Senate have rules to ensure staff properly clear security. Furthermore, legislators cannot take notes or discuss matters with their colleagues. The result is the appearance of disclosure without real oversight.

According to federal statutes, briefings limited to the “gang of eight” are permitted for covert actions, but not for other intelligence activities such as electronic surveillance programs, and even then only in “extraordinary circumstances affecting vital interests of the United States.” But “gang of eight” briefings have become increasingly common, for example with respect to the NSA’s warrantless surveillance, beyond the occasions permitted by statute.

This practice disables effective oversight. There is no way that such a small group – without staff or other aid – can examine or critique intelligence activities, determine whether additional facts are needed, or whether laws are being violated. As Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-WV) has explained, “gang of eight” briefings “hardly amoun[ t] to briefings, particularly in contrast to details that [President] Bush and top aides publicly released [about security programs].” Congress should therefore affirmatively restrict by statute the use of “gang of eight” briefings and require instead more effective oversight.

Congress should further consider whether the limitations of congressional oversight bodies during periods of unified government (i.e., when the same party holds power on Capitol Hill and in Congress) suggests the need for more radical change. Congress should consider whether to improve oversight by giving equal control of the intelligence committees’ information-forcing powers to the party not in the Oval Office, whether or not they are in the majority in Congress. Although this idea is at odds with a tradition of majoritarian control in Congress, it has received serious attention from major legal scholars recently, such as Professor Neal Kumar Katyal of Georgetown University and Professor Bruce Ackerman of Yale Law School.
X. STRENGTHEN THE INSPECTOR GENERAL SYSTEM AND OTHER INTERNAL CHECKS AND BALANCES

Congress should review and strengthen by law the “internal checks and balances” of the executive branch, in particular the system of inspectors general for agencies and departments engaged in national security policy.

Congress by itself cannot ensure that the law is followed all the time. The federal government, and in particular the national security apparatus, has swollen far beyond anything predicted or envisaged by the Framers, and far beyond the capacity of Congress and the courts to supervise. As the current Administration acknowledges, there is a consequent need for “strong measures to improve compliance [with the law] in … national security mechanisms.”

Checks and balances cannot depend on external mechanisms alone. We need investigative and oversight mechanisms within the executive branch that Congress and the courts can leverage to ensure accountability. Professor Kaytal calls these “the internal separation of powers: a set of mechanisms that create checks and balances within the executive branch.” Such internal checks and balances “help the Congress to hold the [e]xecutive [b]ranch accountable by rooting out waste, fraud, and abuse, and by shedding light on issues in need of attention.”

Many of the internal investigative and oversight mechanisms are familiar: a stronger system of inspectors general (or “IGs,” the statutory office responsible for internal auditing of executive branch activity); better protection for whistleblowers; separate and overlapping cabinet officers to ensure that the President hears competing opinions; agency “stovepipes” to ensure that there are internal channels to raise challenges to actions of questionable legality; mandatory review of government action by different agencies; civil-service protections for agency workers; reporting requirements to Congress; and an impartial decision-maker to resolve inter-agency conflicts to replace the now fatally compromised OLC. Many of these internal institutions exist in some form today but are too weak to be wholly effective and should be strengthened.

Congress has begun this process by examining the inspectors-general system established by statute in 1978. IGs are responsible for investigations and
audits related to the functioning of a particular government department, and deal with the abuse of government power, fraud, and mismanagement. They report both to the agency head and to Congress, a dual reporting obligation that preserves independence and integrity. There are now fifty-seven statutory IGs. The work of intelligence agency IGs, however, often remains classified, thereby undermining accountability. The Project on Government Oversight has suggested worthwhile reforms for all government inspectors general. These include a more professionalized selection process, dedicated legal staff, an office term of more than four years to secure independence from a given Administration, budgetary reporting directly to Congress, and better pay.

XI. REFORM THE OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL

Congress should legislate to strengthen the independence of the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) by insulating it from improper White House influence. It also should legislate to ensure maximum transparency for OLC opinions.

The Justice Department’s OLC provides written and oral legal opinions to others in the executive branch, including the President, the Attorney General, and heads of departments. It stands at the front line of executive branch legal interpretation. It has played a central role in sanctioning the dangerous theory of monarchical executive power that has corroded the checks and balances of constitutional government. Congress should act today to guard against this deviation in the OLC’s role, and also to promote that institution’s transparency.

In legal opinions sanctioning torture, rendition, and warrantless surveillance, the OLC failed to check flagrant governmental disregard of the law. Rather than fulfilling its “special obligation to ensure compliance with the law, including respect for the rights of affected individuals and the constitutional allocation of powers,” the OLC fell into an “advocacy model,” i.e. simply signing off on what the President wanted. As a distinguished group of OLC alumni have explained: “The advocacy model of lawyering, in which lawyers merely craft plausible legal arguments to support their clients’ desired actions, inadequately promotes the President’s constitutional obligation to ensure the legality of executive action.” Optimally, the OLC provides “thorough and forthright” advice that “reflect[s]
all legal constraints, including the constitutional authorities of the coordinate branches of the federal government – the courts and Congress – and constitutional limits on the exercise of governmental power.”

Congress must address the OLC’s institutional drift by strengthening its capacity to resist political pressures and to provide neutral and impartial advice that accounts for all relevant constitutional concerns. To implement this, Professor Neal Kumar Katyal has suggested splitting the OLC into distinct adjudicative and advisory divisions. Judge Patricia Wald and Professor Neil Kinkopf argue that OLC should shift to a wholly “judicial model” that is distinct from the “advocacy model.” Whatever the exact approach taken, the OLC’s counseling function would be split from its duty to provide binding interpretations. To promote OLC independence in the latter task, Congress could require guidelines to ensure “appropriate executive branch respect for the coordinate branches of the federal government” and for individual constitutional and international human rights. Further, Congress could direct OLC to “seek the views of all affected agencies [as well as other] components of the Department of Justice before rendering final advice.”

Further, Congress should require transparency to promote integrity in OLC work product. In Recommendation 3, we argued that past OLC opinions should be disclosed. Correlatively, Congress should also require as much transparency as possible for OLC opinions. To the maximum extent feasible, OLC opinions also should be made publicly available through an easily searchable public website. Congress should also require that “absent the most compelling need for secrecy, any time the executive branch disregards a federal statutory requirement on constitutional grounds, [the OLC] should publicly release a clear statement explaining its deviation.” Even when there is a clear situation-specific need for secrecy, the opinion should be released as soon as that situation ends. As Harvard Law Professor and former Director of the Justice Department’s Criminal Division Philip Heymann has argued, making the “processes, opinions, and standards” of the department “more transparent” would also help restore the Justice Department’s tarnished credibility.
XII. CREATE A NEW “CHURCH COMMITTEE” TO CONDUCT A THOROUGH ACCOUNTING OF NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY AND ITS SYSTEMIC FLAWS

Congress should conduct a thorough diagnostic investigation of national security policy, looking in particular at the effects of the “monarchical prerogatives” theory of executive power and the consequent departures from American values and the harm thereby done to America’s reputation. It should conduct this inquiry with an eye to crafting new oversight mechanisms, embodied in a comprehensive set of accountability legislation covering the national security state.

The White House has grasped new and unprecedented powers of coercion, surveillance, and detention. Intelligence agencies dismiss as absurd the idea that they might be held accountable for their failures and self-dealing. Unbridled power is coupled with freedom from responsibility. This is not a sustainable situation – either in terms of liberty or security.

We have been here before: after the Watergate crisis and revelations of widespread abuse of surveillance powers during the Cold War, there was a clear need for a thorough examination of domestic and international intelligence agencies, and a carefully developed reform agenda. On January 27, 1975, the United States Senate created a Select Committee to investigate the intelligence agencies of the United States, including the FBI and the CIA. The Committee examined and documented how intelligence agencies in the executive branch, principally the FBI, the CIA, the NSA, and other intelligence components of the Defense Department, had violated the public trust with excessive and abusive surveillance, disruption of political activity at home, and overseas covert action. Its final reports contained the most comprehensive accounting of intelligence abuses ever produced. They also contained eighty-seven recommendations on “Foreign and Military Intelligence” and ninety-six on “Intelligence and the Rights of Americans.” The Committee accomplished this without a single leak of classified information.

The Church Committee is a model for how comprehensive oversight can clarify what has gone wrong and provide forward-looking guidance. It demonstrates that bipartisan oversight is possible.
Today, Congress could achieve the same results via a committee of designated members of the Intelligence, Judiciary, and Homeland Security Committees. Or it could establish a Select Committee modeled on the Church Committee. Whatever the model, transparency should be maximized. The public should know as much as possible as soon as possible. A comprehensive and detailed public report should be released at the end of the inquiry. The committee should issue interim reports, as the 9/11 Commission did, and hold public hearings. Like the Church Committee, a new investigation would make recommendations for changes to promote accountable, morally defensible, and sustainable national security policy. In particular, it would focus on clarifying the bounds of intelligence agency authority and on the precise path of chains of command and responsibility. As the Church Committee explained:

Establishing a legal framework for agencies engaged in domestic security investigations is the most fundamental reform needed to end the long history of violating and ignoring the law …. The legal framework can be created by a two-stage process of enabling legislation and administrative regulations promulgated to implement the legislation. However, the Committee proposes that the Congress, in developing this mix of legislative and administrative charters, make clear to the [e]xecutive branch that it will not condone, and does not accept, any theory of inherent or implied authority to violate the Constitution, the proposed new charters, or any other statutes.

There is no reason to delay this investigation. The intelligence community is already reorganizing itself. Director of National Intelligence Mike McConnell recently won White House approval for a radical overhaul of the powers and relationships between intelligence agencies. In getting its house in order, the national security agencies have no justification for ignoring the checks and balances of constitutional governance, just as Congress has no excuse for abdicating its constitutional role by providing guidance as to those checks and balances.
CONCLUSION

The United States will have a large and powerful executive branch for the foreseeable future. But it needs to find effective ways to ensure that the powers of the presidency are used wisely and fairly. During the past six years, oversight of the executive branch, in particular its formidable national security powers, has withered. Now, as the public catalog of erroneous, harmful, and unwise policies grows, the case for comprehensive reform is undeniable and urgent. Bringing the checks and balances of constitutional government to national security policy need not involve an exchange of liberty for security. The two are not in tension. To establish accountability is to ensure that security powers are targeted correctly and wisely. It is to ensure that government officials do not claim victory when none is at hand, hide their mistakes, or turn security into a partisan game. The Framers knew well the temptation to ignore our own errors, to presume ourselves infallible, and to stifle evidence to the contrary. That is why they installed constitutional checks and balances to resist such natural and human tendencies. We have forgotten the Framers’ wisdom. But if we are to prevail in the “war of ideas” at the heart of contemporary counterterrorism, if we are to convince others that America stands on solid moral ground, that the United States remains committed to the “inalienable rights” of all, then we must find our way back to Original Wisdom, and to a government that functions according to checks and balances.
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